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FRB reports: 

There are only so many trails 
to be set in Sidney Wood. 
South, out into the farmland, 
then back north again. Yet 
Doug and Mrs R manage to 
make each such adventure 
attractive and sufficiently 
varied to ensure our 
occasional forays almost to 
the Surrey border are a real 
pleasure. Our group today 
comprised Atalanta, Kelinchi, 
RHUM, Le Pro, myself, and – 
as a late arrival – J. Arthur. As 
instructed, we did not mark 
the checks through, so it was 
especially impressive that this 
latter caught us up less than 
30 minutes later – “I was lucky 
with the checks” – but even 
more so that he then 
proceeded to solve most of 
the remaining checks. “it was 
an old trail of mine”. His 
modesty is outstanding: and 
he turns 80 in March. 

Doug was adamant the trail 
was exactly 5 miles long, 

Kelinchi that she ran 5.7. 
Now, she did go wrong at 
some of the checks – well, 
front runners are meant to do 
that; so this gives an insight 
into the proportion of a trail 
FRBs cover in excess of the 
nominal length. It took our 
group 1 hr 18 mins, which as 
you can see corresponds to 
some 4 mph average, on a 
straightforward trail with no 
such mysterious jokes as 
running in a circuit on both 
sides of a stream, from bridge 
A to bridge B and so back to 
A. That was our Uncle Gerry, 
who is I am sure innocent of 
the fault I endeavoured to find 
some weeks ago, that our 
members respect the rule of 6 
but are entirely cavalier about 
the 2 metre rule. And as I said 
then, the beauty of running in 
a group rather than walking is 
that people are much less 
likely to infringe this rule. 
Walkers cluster, if only for the 
sake of conversation; runners 
just follow the trail.  

Today we met several herds 
of cows, who glared at us, 
possibly because Kelinchi 
had her young dog with us 
(Pepper? My hearing is 
defective). The advice of 
farmers to dog walkers is to 
let the dogs off the lead if the 
cattle are restive: there have 
been several human fatalities 
recently when this was not 
done and cows became 
fiercely protective of their 
young. Well, many thanks to 
DTT and Mrs Robinson. 

Coda in Speakers’ Corner 
(page 4) 

 

 

Tequil’Over reports: 

12:20 Med2 (6) Teq, 
Chunderos, Too Posh, 
Hornblower, Flash, Popeye. 

Wow we were graced with 
Popeye! I wondered how his 
"personal" style of hashing 
was working within "Covid 
Rules"? Probably no problem 
with distancing! You normally 
only see him three times on a 
hash; Once at the beginning, 
once somewhere "out there" 
(probably going in a totally 
different direction to you), and 
then again at the end! He only 
has a unary effect on the 
numbers in the group i.e. there 

is only one (of) Popeye, so no 
problem there either! 

Sadly I did not get to see his 
style directly; Olive swapped 
with him from Med1 to us 
concerned that any group with 
Popeye in it would be FAST 
and overtake her! 

We arrived just in time to see 
12:00 Med1 (6), ostensibly 
comprising: Do You?, Eskimo, 
Eveready, First On, MBates, 
Olive (with of course Popeye 
doubling as Olive) but it was 
sans Do You? and MBates! 

Do You? and Her Flick (yep I 
know it's Herr, but I'm feeling 
jocular, won't last, I've got a 

pain in all the diodes down my 
left arm) were missing.. Dun 
Dun Dunnnnn. 

My spies tell me that "Die 
Flicks" missed the anonymous 
entrance to unser wunder car 
park and went straight to the 
Sun! Do You? apparently 
wondered around from there 
and was seen loitering around 
near that entrance, but that 
may be a rumour. 

As to my gang's hash; first of 
all, so you don't have to wait 
on tenterhooks until the end, I 
thought it was a fantastic trail! 
(There! Said it) Well done 
Doug the Tub and Mrs 
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Robinson. Venue now forever 
known as "Dougsfold", they HAVE 
used it a few times after all! 

Quite honestly I was impressed 
with our little team, we called on the 
trail, split at checks, called on the 
checks and best of all (wait for it!) 
made sure we were all together 
either before or soon after leaving 
the check; fantastic, a way of 
hashing that didn't praise the virtues 
of finding the trail and buggering off 
without much care for the rest. In 
fact there was a strong consensus 
that this small group hashing was 
actually better. Every single one of 
us did extensive checking and 
enjoyed the fact that the rest 
wouldn't respond to the first call and 
just "melt away". 

The strength of such harmony 
meant the Short Cut was derided; 
"Ha we said", "We don't need no 
Short Cuts!" but sadly that led to our 
come-uppence! For some 
unaccountable reason 12:40 Med3 
(6) Uncle and Mrs G Gurney, 
Trevor, Raffles, Bod, Birthing, sans 
Birth, sans Trevor, thence (4), [Ed: 
but WITH Masterbates – see later] 
TOOK the shortcut! On later 
examination they ALL blamed 
someone else for taking it! 

Woteverrr.. their effective increase 
in speed meant, guess what, both 
groups arrived at the next check 
together, hmm never did like short 
cuts, decimates the hash to my 
mind. 

It was sort of agreed that they 
would wait and let us disappear. Fat 
chance; despite our group doing a 
pretty reasonable pace there they 
were on our heels! OK, you wanna 
go fast, we'll stand aside; you go 
through! A whole rendition of 
"Father Abraham" (had seven sons) 
should be long enough! Well nearly 
a whole rendition, Olive and Horny 
were having serious "non-sports 
Bra" issues, especially with the 
"whole body in, whole body out" bit, 
then Hash Flash couldn't stand the 
tension and broke ranks and off we 
set to catch THEM up. Then THEY 
seemed to be dawdling, you can't 
win! I "accidently" got lost and 
"ViewRangered" myself onto a long 
cut (I'll sell it to you for next time 
Doug!) and dropped into the "Home 
and recreation site for serving and 
retired merchant seamen", couldn't 
find Popeye there so pushed on the 
the end. The end. Oh! we had short 
"picnic"; Beer, Cake and 
sandwiches on the half burnt bench 
table, then The THree Comassess 
garden, great day! OnOn Teq 

Hornblower adds: 

Super large carpark to social 
distance. Really enjoyed being in a 
group of six. All taking our part in 
finding the trail and solving the 
checks. A couple of checks had 
been marked through so eased the 
trail.  

Olive is recovering from a shoulder 
op, Posh a wrist op, Teq awaiting a 

brain op, Flash a salectomy [Ed: 
even Google doesn’t know what 
that is!],  Chundy a large extension 
and Horny a food retention problem, 
but all kept up with the group and 
took turns to check.  

There were problems when we 
met up with the 12.40 group. They 
had taken the short cut. There 
seemed to be confusion about what 
to do. They should have hung back 
and let us go ahead. That didn’t 
seem to happen. Teq seemed very 
upset about this, probably because 
he has put so much work into the 
Hash arrangements to help us keep 
Hashing and be safe.  

SO our 12.20 group stopped in a 
field, circled up and sung at the top 
of our voices Father Abraham, till 
the 12.40 group had gone ahead. 
checking.  

In the distance we could hear 
Popeye calling us back. We had 
missed the trail.  

Back at the car park four of us had 
a super social distance picnic. Posh 
made muffins. Chundy had made 
gorgeous sarnies with help of her 
friend Waitrose. Teq and Horny 
lifted beer cans. Petal chatted to us 
from 2 metres. 

On On to the pub social distancing 
in the garden.  

I really enjoyed the day. Thank you 
Doug TT and MM. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Teq’s 
trail 

Raffles’ 
trail 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Oxshott Manor, 27 Sept 
 
Sir, 

 – didn’t see you on run, or 
anybody else. We took a marked 
“short cut” and it took us 2hr 20mins 
at a walk/jog pace!   

It would be good if the message 
could be sent to hares that a Hash 
should be 75 – 90mins at max and 
so with 6 or less in a group should 
be shorter than usual. 

Regards, Cap’n Webb 

 

Dear Cap’n Webb, That's just what 
the hares did.  Even those of us in 
the knitting circle did the 5 miles in 
1 hour 40.  It seems that you 
weren't on flour, old boy, or did you 
two have a disagreement over 
which way it wen,t perchance? 
 

Twinkletoes 
 
 
Gibber’s Gaff, Leatherhead 
 
Sir, 

I wish to protest at the gross 
exaggeration of my gut in the 
picture in RSCVD25. I am certain 
that your sub-editor used some 
fancy software to make it look 
bigger. 

Yours, Uncle G 

 

Dear Uncle G, The sub-editor 
denies any jiggery-pokery and 
suggests that your phone screen 
may have some kind of curved 
edge. 

Horney’s nest, 27 September 

 

Dear Committee, 

These times are so different from 
anything we have had to cope with. 
This puts extra strain on everyone 
about how to cope with Hash 
arrangements. We all have our own 
thoughts and ideas. You are ALL 
doing your very best for SH3. 
Thank you committee members for 
all your energy.  

Lv Hornblower. 

Thank you, Sweetie.  Yes it’s been 
hard for all concerned! 

 

Tosser’s Townhouse 

 

Dear Petal, 

Since I have nothing better to do 
at the moment and before I write a 
nasty letter to the National Trust 
demanding the removal of any 
North African culture in the 
properties under their care since 
the inhabitants were constantly 
raiding our coastlines to take 
slaves, I will exercise the 
democratic rights you have 
declared to lend support to 
Gibber’s recent missive.   

I have not seen FRB’s pseudo-
scientific assertions that distance is 
more important than numbers. 
However, Bollocks! Simple 
numerical logic dictates that, as it 
applies to hashing, there is a 
greater chance of infection in a 
group of 20 than there is in a group 
of 2. Beyond that, other factors 
including wind strength and 
direction and humidity all influence 
what is an effective distance. To 
that could be added the nature of 
the terrain being traversed. 

The way we are working it seems 
to be enjoyed by most. Let’s stay 
with it  

Tosser 

 

Teq’s Tenement, 27 Sept 
 
Dear Petal, 

Your group (Med 3) TOTALLY 
RUINED MY F***ING DAY!  When 
you shortcut Poshie got very 
nervous at the sight of MasterBates 
coming within ¼ mile, so we 
decided to let you pass, then you 
dawdled and got in our way, so I 
had a strop and went off to do my 
own thing! 

Yours, quietly not wishing to make 
a fuss, 

Tequil’Over 

 

Dear Teq, With respect, our group 
was supposed to be slower, so why 
be surprised that you were in 
danger of catching up?  As for 
MasterBates, Mrs G managed to 
keep her distance, describing him 
as “contagious” (or “contentious” 
according to BodyShop). 
It seems Raffles had the same 
problem with the cows mooing at 
him as young Pepper did.  That’s 
why we found you when you went 
“off piste” as the farmer was moving 
the cows over the previous check! 

 
Hi Petal 

I tuned into Shagger's funeral 
service today, but the sound quality 
was really poor.  The tech company 
are sending me a copy of the 
service once it has downloaded - 
hopefully I can then forward it onto 
anyone else who tried to listen. 

If it's not possible for me to share 
it, then I would suggest people call 
the tech company on 01536 
314895 and quote the Order ID 
48511 and his name and they might 
be able to email it to them. 

 

Hugs  

Layby x 
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Someone had a Big Birthday: 

 

 
 

SPEAKERS’ CORNER 
FRB’s Coda (continued from Page 1) 
 
It has been fascinating to follow this year the fortunes of the words to Land of Hope and Glory. It gave an 
insight into the minds of those still able to take seriously “Wider still and wider/May thy bounds be set/ God 
who made thee mighty/Make thee mightier yet!” What real sense do such words make in 2020? At a guess, 
the Portuguese no longer see themselves as senior to Brazil (the closest analogy I can find to our relationship 
with the States). Other once imperial powers are in general more modest; true, the French still pride 
themselves on their culture, but are otherwise less nostalgic about their history as colonialists, Spain likewise. 
In their Golden Century the Dutch were a world power; it has not gone to their heads.  
The idea of national, racial superiority was at its worst 90 or 100 years ago, in Japan and then Germany. 
Nothing so evil has since re-appeared; but confident beliefs of being better than others are still obvious in 
China and the USA, the rival hegemons today. (And both are obsessively hostile to their minorities, the Uighur, 
the African Americans). Britain has no need to be as glum about her days in the sun as Greece or Italy: 
memories of Athens or Rome must there be at best bittersweet. But in this country hankering after an 
imaginary lost world, the sunshine and self-confidence of the Edwardian era, as seen by those who did not live 
through it, persist in our mind-set and poison our culture. Sic transit gloria mundi. 
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COVID THOUGHTS 
Hmm.  Boris’s “Whack-a-mole” comment may come back to haunt him!  They’ll try anything now.  We can’t 
“fight them on the beaches and in the air”, moles lurk underground.  As for being “guided by the science” they 
started with one principal source: a flaky model created by Imperial College.  The scientific community is not 
speaking with one voice now, and actually was not from the outset.  Even the more intellectual corners of the 
BBC acknowledged that in March. 
Here’s some interesting reading for anyone with some spare time.  Apparently current measures violate the 
WHO view of health and human rights, and masks are effective, but only in some very specific circumstances: 
 

Open letter from Belgian health professionals 
 
Or if you have a spare half hour and would like to listen to the soothing tones of an Irish Chemical Engineer 
and dietician explain how Coronavirus WILL come to an end, try this: 
 

Ivor Cummins on Coronavirus 
 
It’s interesting to see how the USA figures are skewed by tropical regions, and Brazil 
and Peru had similar mortality curves, despite the former not having a lockdown and 
the latter having a hard lockdown. 
If your Social Media is more low-brow, try John Bishop who has some entertaining 
thoughts on the 10pm curfew, and the importance of groups of six: 
 
 
 

John Bishop's pulled YouTube video 
 

It seems the above violates a YouTube policy, so it must be worth a listen!  You can see it here! 
 

NHS APP 

 
Le Pro writes to recommend that we all download the NHS app.  It’s in the interest of the Big Society of which 
we are all a part.  But if you are feeling rather more selfish, the only benefit to you (ignoring the BS) is to risk 
being ordered to lock down for two weeks on the off-chance that you entered the orbit of some random who 
tests positive even if he/she was wearing a mask at the time…. 
Pubs are using it, so there’s an advantage, although they are quite content for you to appear to take a 
photograph of the QR code.  At least watching you write your details in a guest book should have given them 
more confidence. 
 
Keep safe, don’t get locked up. 
On-on 
 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kfhydw1n2q8d0iq/Open%20letter%20from%20medical%20doctors%20and%20health%20professionals%20to%20all%20Belgian%20authorities%20and%20all%20Belgian%20media.pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UvFhIFzaac&ab_channel=IvorCummins
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5p43hi46n070sx9/John%20Bishop%20WhatsApp%20Video%202020-09-26%20at%2014.53.51.mp4?dl=0
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LAST WORD FROM RAFFLES 
 

Raffles goes to Haslemere  
 

Hi Uncle Gerry, am I glad to get this message out and if it wasn’t for a very bright Scottie a few 
doors down who rescued his human’s old Amstrad nobody would know about my plight.  Very 
simply I am in the do dah big time and have been confined to barracks, namely the cold and damp 
garage, being forced to sleep in an old Tesco box and existing on pond water and stale bread.  All 
this from our walk in Haslemere.  You will recall that I organised it for you, Uncle Arthur, and a few 
others, very much aware of the Rule of 6 as law breakers are very much looked down on in posh 
Windsor.  However at the start I counted 7, me included, so told Petal to wait in the car until we got 
back. He took it badly and started arguing so I picked up his phone and phoned the police to report 
him for breaking the law, thinking they will just ignore it like they do for burglaries.  Perhaps I should 
also explain that I partly did this because I was not in a very good mood, being sick and tired of 
being told to stay, stop, heel, and lie down as if I was some sort of stupid dog being talked down to 
when with my mates we discuss Greek Philosophy and the Theory of Relativity (E=Mc2 for ignorant 
humans).  Surprisingly a police car roared up in a few minutes and out stepped a large 
policewoman, all bust and boots.  She tried to calm the situation down but all he did was go on 
about his human rights.  Well you know what these libertarians are like, as if dogs don’t have 
human rights as well. At that point the rest of us set off and left them to it.  What a lovely day we 
had, great sniffing country, water and mud to roll in, and at the lunch time Pub Uncle Arthur gave 
me two of his gravy soaked sausages.  Yummy.  When we returned I expected it to have all blown 
over, with Petal dozing in the car.  Unfortunately after we left apparently things got more heated 
and the police lady was forced to take him down to the local police station to calm him down.  After 
a couple of hours in the cells, no lunch, and an official warning he was allowed to leave but as you 
can imagine the phrase “a dog is a man’s best friend” was not on his lips and the journey home was 
tense to say the least.  You could have cut the atmosphere with a bone.  To make matters worse 
when we got home he shouted at Mrs Petal “that bloody dog of yours has acted up again” 
whereupon Mrs Petal hit him over the head with a saucepan and Miss Petal burst into tears.  The 
end result being the last few days locked in these Dartmoor conditions.  What I don’t understand 
about the police is they quickly turned up to give Petal a rollicking but didn’t get pulled over when I 
drove his beloved sports car all the way to the start even though I find the over-sized steering wheel 
a bit of a handful for my paws.  Hopefully he will mellow in the next few days and I can get back 
indoors to being my loveable if sometimes annoying self.  In the meantime just hope that Master 
Petal does not get sent home from his University as with all his partying I’m sure to get another 14 
days in quarantine.  Finally please please in no circumstances let anybody know that I’ve got this 
message out as I will be back in the do da all over again.   
Your prisoner of no conscience. 
Raffles. 


